Consider a directed flow network whose arcs have random two-state capacities. The paper describes how a single Monte Carlo experiment allows one to estimate the sensitivity of the probability that a particular cutset is critical, given that the maximum flow between a pair of nodes takes values in an interval, in response to varying arc reliabilities. The technique improves considerably on alternative potential methods.
b2 for &d. Let X , = 1 if B2 = b2 and X , = 0 otherwise. Also, let s and t denote a pair of selected nodes in J. For given capacity state-vector ~€ 4
where S= {0, 1}", let A(. ) denote the value of a maxtmum s-t j'low. Every directed minimal s-t cutset (or s-t cutset hereafter) % separates Jy into two sets X and X such that XU X = 4 X n X = 0, stX and tcX. The capacity of @, denoted by Z (@,z) , is defined as C b2xt and satisfies Z(@J) 2 A(.). The cutset 8 is called critical when Z( g,x) = A(.). For a review on maximum flows see Ford and Fulkeison (1962) .
Fix two maximum flow values 1 < u 5 A(b,, ..., b,) and a cutset g . This paper proposes an efficient Monte Carlo sampling plan for estimating the variation of the probability h( g,q) that the cutset is critical giveii that the value of a maximum s-t flow A(X) lies in the interval (l,u] For a fixed point q, let g(q) denote the probability that 1 < A(X) <_ u and let f ( g , q ) denote the probability that d is a critical s-t cutset and 1 < A(X) 5 U. We then define = 0 otherwise.
We first describe briefly an efficient Monte Carlo importance samplzng plan in Alexopoulos and Fishman (19SS) for estimating h(g,q) at a single point q and then we show how this plan can be extended for estimating this flow performance measure at all points in d. The I;=1 j=1 3
The sampling plan described above is designed to provide an estimate for h(g,q) at a single reliability vector q. 
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Combining the estimates f; K(g,,p,~) , i = a,b and denotes the number of single experiments required to run to produce estimates of {h (g,q) , p E B } as accurate overall as
311;
the estimates the proposed experiment produces when all ] B 1 + 1 experiments run for the same time.
(Q), j = a,b one has four potential estimates for L(g,q)
for qE 8, namely
Lij1Jd>4,P) = ?iK(g,4>P)/ijJ4>P) if ij1<(4>P)>0
Note that the cutset %' in the definitions of f l f f ,~) and h(r4,q) can be replaced with a set r of s-t cutsets and then i,%b T,q) , that is the probability that r contains a critical h( g,q) , q E d are necessary for evaluating the accuracy of the estimates the proposed method produces. Since convergence to normality is not uniform in general, confidence intervals which are derived with exclusive use of statistical inequalities and are, therefore, valid for each finite sample size K deserve special attention. Such non normal confidence intervals are currently under development.
Finally, the general case of multiple capacity levels and set B consisting of joint p.m.fs. with independent marginals and common support is also under development by the authors of this paper.
